Call us today and become part of the Absolute family, where perfection is never optional!!

How can technology affect your bottom line?
Is your lab keeping you up to date?

Our industry is changing and continues to evolve. A dental lab that does not stay abreast of new technologies will not survive. In this economy we have seen our competitors forced to merge and in some cases even shut down because of their lack of technical capabilities and service excellence.

At Absolute, we believe it is your lab’s responsibility to keep you up to date with new technologies.

OLD SCHOOL FABRICATION

ABSOLUTE’S HIGH TECH SOLUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old School FABRICATION</th>
<th>Absolute’s High Tech Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casting of PFM copings</td>
<td>Wax printing and Argen digitally designed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and laser sintering of PFM Copings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken arm casting</td>
<td>Bego Nautilus induction casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand soldering</td>
<td>Laserstar laser welding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting of custom abutments</td>
<td>Atlantis, Procura, Vericore, 3iPSR and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Etkon CAD design and milling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting of implant bars</td>
<td>Procura, BioCad and 3i PSR CAD titanium implant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab sintered zirconia</td>
<td>3M digital LAVA designed copings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layered posterior ceramics</td>
<td>Ivoclar e*max monolithic full pressed ceramics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Triangle’s PREMIER Cerec Connect Lab—Eliminate the cost of impression material
- Supporting 3M COS, Cerec and Cadent i7ero digital Impression systems
- Proprietary computer coding and case tracking for on time delivery and scheduling
- Absolute believes in using only proven brand name products.

How does this benefit our clients?

- Superior products with unchanged lab pricing since December 2008
- Computer Aided Design (CAD) allows us to advance the quality and pricing of our implant abutments vs. outdated casted or milled abutment design
- Support with all digital impression systems
- Fabrication of impression-less stereolithic (SLA) models and restorations

Dental News

Absolute Dental introduces

High tech quality at yesterday’s pricing

With a slow economy, Chinese sub-standard crown production and rapidly increasing gold alloy costs, it is an ongoing challenge for labs to deliver quality prosthetics without raising prices. To stay competitive, some labs send your work to China and sell it as their own or simply compromise sub-structure support to save on alloy.

Absolute has always been successful working against “cheap, fast and easy”!

Their clients, understanding quality asked for economical flat rated options. Drew and Conrad listened and agreed BUT had a few preconditions: “zero sacrifices will be made to quality and fabrication techniques, no off-shore options will be considered, no alloys with nickel will be used and all materials must have ADA approval”.

With these criteria in mind Absolute’s Clinical Director and In Office Support Specialist, Jon Hansel, teamed up with their alloy suppliers to find a solution.

Argen dental—the largest and most reputable supplier of dental alloys in the US—offers alloy options and fabrication techniques to offset the high precious metals pricing. These alloys all carry ADA approval and are certified “noble alloy” with Identallloy certification. To further help offset fabrication costs, Absolute a leader in High Tech solutions, using 3M LAVA and 3Shape digital design software, wax printing and laser sintering techniques to create “no casting” PFM copings and sub-structures. The above factors combined, create our ability to offer superior quality at very competitive pricing.

Call us to find out how our technology can benefit you!

*Absolute is proud to offer you a flat rated posterior option "without any compromise".

Flat Rated Posterior PFM $169

Flat Rated Posterior Full Cast $195

The Bait and Switch Offer

We know most dentists have experienced the infamous “Bait and Switch” offer from dental labs. After the first few EXCEPTIONAL cases the quality “strangely” deteriorates. An Absolute ceramist averages 25+ years of bench experience and because of this their quality gets better as we fine tune our relationship with our clients! We are not capable of a low quality solution nor do we have a tiered system of technicians. Talk is cheap! Conrad & Drew invite you to experience the true Absolute Difference!

What to do next:

- Call us at 919.403.0604 for a pick up or prepaid shipping labels
- Attach this voucher to your Rx and receive your $99 Posterior PFM crown at this introductory rate.
- Let us take care of the rest!

Flat Rated Posterior Noble PFM $99

*Offer valid only with original voucher attached to signed prescription for single Posterior PFM crown using Noble Crown NF alloy for PFM or Argenco Y+ alloy for full cast application. Offer will be extended based on customer demand and feedback.

*This initial offer valid from 12/31/10 till 03/31/11–Offer only valid for Posterior application using Argen Noble Crown NF alloy for PFM or Argenco Y+ alloy for full cast application. Offer will be extended based on customer demand and feedback.

*Offer valid only with original voucher attached to signed prescription for single Posterior PFM crown using Noble Crown NF alloy. Additional crowns charged at flat rate schedule. One per customer.